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Robots’ Motion Planning in Human Crowds by
Acceleration Obstacles

David J. Gonon , Diego Paez-Granados , and Aude Billard , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We study the Acceleration Obstacle (AO) as a concept
to enable a robot’s navigation in human crowds. The AO’s geomet-
ric properties are analyzed and a direct sampling-free algorithm
is proposed to approximate its boundary by linear constraints.
The resulting controller is formulated as a quadratic program and
evaluated in interaction with simulated bi-directional crowd flow
in a corridor. We compare it to alternative robotic controllers, con-
sidering the robot’s and the crowd’s performance and the robot’s
behavior with respect to emergent lanes. Our results indicate that
the robot can achieve higher efficiency when being less integrated
in lanes.

Index Terms—Automation technologies for smart cities, human-
aware motion planning, path planning for multiple mobile robots
or agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOTS that navigate in human crowds as seamlessly as
pedestrians are a persistent goal of recent work in robotics

due to applications as delivery robots or smart wheelchairs.
Some works [1], [2] focus on predicting pedestrians’ motion
in the near future, which allows to choose a complementary
action for a robot amidst them. Other methods [3], [4] model the
crowd’s uncertain behavior to find motions for the robot that are
safe under worst case assumptions. Geometric approaches, such
as the Velocity Obstacle (VO) [5], [6], allow to command the
robot such that it avoids collisions with obstacles whose motion
is known in the near future. In this letter, we investigate the
Acceleration Obstacle (AO) in analogy to VO, assuming that
the robot and obstacles maintain constant relative acceleration
(instead of velocity as for VO) over a short time span. Our
choice to assume constant acceleration is motivated by the
mathematical simplicity of this motion model, which facilitates
our analysis of AO.

The AO for a given obstacle defines a set of relative acceler-
ations whose constant application will lead to a collision before
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reaching a time horizon. In comparison to the VO, whose shape
can be described as a cone with a round truncated tip, the AO
exhibits a more complex shape, whose entire boundary is curved
in general. Similar shapes have been defined in prior work [7],
[8], where typically, the boundary is approximated by a linear
constraint, which is imposed on the robot’s command. However,
the boundary’s geometric properties and dependence on initial
conditions (i.e. the relative position and velocity for AO) has not
been studied in depth in prior work. Our analysis reveals how the
geometric properties of AO emerge (Section II). Exploiting this
analysis, a novel algorithm is proposed which derives a linear
approximation of the AO via a few geometric and algebraic
computations in closed form (Section III).

Previous work [7] has conceived the AO without studying it
further, arguing that constant accelerations are rarely maintained
over extended time spans, and proposing instead the related
concept of the Acceleration Velocity Obstacle (AVO), which
assumes exponential adoption of a target velocity. However,
our experiments of navigation in human crowds show that a
small time horizon is sufficient to avoid collisions under realistic
acceleration capabilities. As an advantage over AVO, the AO
requires the smallest peak deceleration for braking in front of an
obstacle, which we illustrate in simulation. We also show that
the AO can be expressed via the AVO and a limit operation.
Therefore, the theory and algorithm presented in this letter
appear to generalize to AVO.

Acceleration bounds are also considered by another geomet-
ric approach termed as the forbidden velocity map [9], which
specifies for any given direction the largest speed which still
allows the robot to brake before a collision occurs. The AO is
a more general approach as its motion model includes curved
trajectories and thus allows to plan maneuvers which apply
maximum acceleration to avoid collisions by passing at the side
of an obstacle rather than braking in front of it.

The experimental evaluation in this letter focuses on nav-
igation in bi-directional crowd flow through a corridor. We
show that the AO with the proposed algorithm enables the
robot to navigate efficiently and avoid almost all collisions,
outperforming pedestrians, which are simulated by the Social
Force Model (SFM) [10]. As a baseline, we use the SFM to
control the robot like a pedestrian. Since both the AO and the
SFM refer to accelerations, one can combine them, which is
explored as one alternative method for comparison.

We also study the robot’s behavior with respect to emergent
lanes in the crowd’s motion. Lanes lead to more efficient mo-
tions [11] and have been shown to emerge under a variety of
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Fig. 1. The state of the robot and the obstacle with the respective positionsx1,
x2 and velocities v1, v2 is represented for AO by the relative position x and
velocity v and the collider with the combined radius R = r1 + r2. A motion
(cyan) over time t with constant acceleration of x(t) is shown.

interaction laws, including the SFM [10], [11] and the reciprocal
VO [6], [12], which implements local pairwise collision avoid-
ance. However, a robot’s interaction with emergent patterns
(such as lanes) arising in a crowd of agents whose characterstics
differ from the robot, has rarely been evaluated, to the best of our
knowledge. We systematically evaluate how the robot’s method
for navigation affects its own and the crowd’s performance
(Section IV). Specifically, we count collisions and near misses
between the robot and the crowd and quantify the robot’s and
the crowd’s efficiency of motion in terms of velocity and path
length. Additionally, we measure the robot’s integration in lanes
and its interaction intensity with the counter flow.

Notation: Letp× q := p1q2 − p2q1 denote the cross product
for vectorsp,q ∈ R2. For a setG ⊂ R2, let ∂G ⊂ R2 denote its
boundary and |G| its cardinality. Let D(p, �) := {z | � ≥ |z−
p|2} ⊂ R2 denote the closed disk with radius � centered on p.
We use ẋ := dx/dt.

II. ACCELERATION OBSTACLES

For a mobile robot and an obstacle (cf. Fig. 1) with the respec-
tive positionsx1,x2 ∈ R2, we consider the task of collision-free
navigation. Let x := x1 − x2 define the relative position. The
two agents’ bodies’ shapes are bounded by two circles whose
radii are given by r1, r2, and whose centers are at x1, x2,
respectively. With the combined radiusR := r1 + r2, a collision
is said to occur if |x| ≤ R.

For defining the AO, we consider the motion model of constant
relative acceleration a = const. The family of relative trajecto-
ries satisfying ẍ = a is given by

x(t;a) := xo + vot+ at2/2 (1)

with the parameter a, for given initial conditions x(0) = xo

and ẋ(0) = vo. The model ẍ = const can represent two agents
applying constant forces (to avoid each other) and thereby
approximate pedestrians’ behavior over a short time window.
The AO is the set of accelerations a that lead to a collision
before a time horizon τ . It is formalized as follows.

Definition 1 (Acceleration Obstacle): The Acceleration Ob-
stacle with the time horizon τ for the robot and a given obstacle
with the relative position and velocity xo and vo, respectively,
and the combined radius R is the set

AOτ (xo,vo, R) := {a | ∃t ∈ [0, τ ] : |x(t;a)| ≤ R} . (2)

We note that |x(t;a)| ≤ R ⇐⇒ a ∈ D(c(t), r(t)) with

c(t) := −2 (xo + tvo) /t
2, r(t) := 2R/t2, (3)

Fig. 2. (a) Showing an AOτ , its sweeping disk Dt with center c(t) and
radius r(t) for some time t ∈ (0, τ ], the local boundary’s elements bλ

t and bρ
t ,

which are left and right with respect to the center’s derivative ċ(t), and their
unions Bλ and Bρ, respectively, up to the time horizon’s disk Dτ . (b) Showing
the (normalized) extrapolation x̂(t)/R from xo/R over [0, τ ] in the space of
the normalized relative position coordinates x/R and y/R. The unit circle’s
tangents through x̂(t)/R are orthogonal to the AOτ ’s local normals nλ

t and nρ
t

at any given time t ∈ (0, τ ] with |x̂(t)| > R.

due to (1). Thus, we express the AOτ given by (2) as

AOτ = {a | ∃t ∈ (0, τ ] : a ∈ D(c(t), r(t))}
=

⋃
t∈(0,τ ]

D(c(t), r(t)) =
⋃

t∈(0,τ ]
Dt (4)

with Dt := D(c(t), r(t)). The final expression (4) describes the
AO as a union of disks defined over the time span (0, τ ] (cf.
Fig. 2(a)), i.e. a planar shape analogous to a canal (i.e. a union
of spheres) in R3 [13]. The last disk’s boundary ∂Dτ ∩ ∂AOτ

is associated with collisions at the time horizon, whereas the
remaining boundary corresponds to grazing motions. It is gen-
erally curved, since the acceleration term in (1) is combined with
the growing translation tvo, such that a must rotate to reach the
collider at different times.

A. Geometric Properties of Acceleration Obstacles

For discussing the shape of the AO, we first define precise
notions of its boundary and normals (cf. also Fig. 2).

Definition 2 (Local Boundary/Normals): For an AOτ , the
local boundary at t ∈ (0, τ ] is the set

Bt := lim
Δt→0

∂Dt ∩ ∂Dt+Δt. (5)

The set of (outwards) normals at t ∈ (0, τ ] is defined as

Nt := {u |u = (bt − c(t))/r(t),bt ∈ Bt} . (6)

Thus, we associate with any given element bt ∈ Bt a normal
nt ∈ Nt. If |Nt| = 2, the two normals are denoted by nλ

t and
nρ
t , such that ċ× nλ

t > 0 and ċ× nρ
t < 0, and termed as left and

right (relative to ċ), respectively. Their corresponding boundary
points are denoted by bλ

t , bρ
t , accordingly.

The normals Nt can be constructed via the extrapolation
x̂(t) := xo + vot/2 according to the following proposition
(cf. Fig. 2), which is proven in the Appendix A.

Proposition 1 (AO-normals): For theAOτ (xo,vo, R), the set
of normals at any t ∈ (0, τ ] is given by

Nt =
{
u
∣∣uT x̂(t)−R = 0, |u| = 1

}
. (7)
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Fig. 3. The tangents through the (normalized) extrapolation x̂(t)/R touch the
unit circle at the respective AOτ ’s normals. Thereby, the left and right normals’
unions Nλ and Nρ are generated, respectively, as t varies over (0, τ̃). The
reduced time horizon τ̃ can be (a) equal to the time horizon τ or (b) smaller than
τ (if the line from xo to x̂(τ) intersects the unit circle).

Thus, the normals are constructed from tangents to the unit
circle (i.e. the normalized collider) through the normalized ex-
trapolation x̂(t)/R as the Fig. 2(b) illustrates. One can also use
x̂ instead of ċ as reference to identify which is the left or right
normal, since ċ(t) = 4x̂(t)/t3 holds, as can be derived from (3),
i.e. the two references differ only by scaling.

Since |Bt| = |Nt|, the local boundary exists at a given t if
(7) admits any solutions, which is the case iff |x̂(t)| ≥ R. Thus,
assuming that the initial state is not in collision, the AOτ ’s local
boundary exists from time zero up to the reduced time horizon
τ̃ defined as (cf. Fig. 3(b))

τ̃ := max {t|∀t′ < t : |x̂ (t′) | > R, t ≤ τ} . (8)

Further, τ̃ is sufficient as a horizon, in the sense of the following
proposition, which is proven in the Appendix B.

Proposition 2 (AO-reduction): The interval (0, τ̃ ] already
generates the complete AOτ , i.e. AOτ̃ = AOτ .

Accordingly, we define the left local boundary’s union Bλ :=
{z|z = bλ

t , t ∈ (0, τ̃)} and the left normals’ union Nλ :=
{u|u = nλ

t , t ∈ (0, τ̃)}, uniting elements up to τ̃ . The right
local boundary’s union Bρ and the right normals’ union Nρ are
defined analogously. The Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate respectively the
local boundaries’ and normals’ unions.

We partition theAOτ ’s boundary∂AOτ into the left boundary
L ⊆ Bλ, the right boundary R ⊆ Bρ, and the cap C ⊂ ∂Dτ̃ ,
where C contains at least a single point and connects L and R.
As Bλ or Bρ can form a self-intersecting curve, a point on Bλ

or Bρ does not necessarily belong to the AOτ ’s actual boundary
∂AOτ .

The Proposition 3 below characterizes the AOτ ’s local con-
vexity or concavity on its boundary’s partitions L andR depen-
dent on the following definition’s terminology.

Definition 3 (Initial Course): The initial course defined by
the tuple (xo,vo, R) is termed as
� pre-colliding if ∃t > 0 : |x̂(t)| < R
� post-colliding if ∃t < 0 : |x̂(t)| < R
� left-passing if ∀t : vo × x̂(t) > 0 ∧ |x̂(t)| > R
� right-passing if ∀t : vo × x̂(t) < 0 ∧ |x̂(t)| > R.
The Fig. 4 illustrates the following proposition, which is

proven in the Appendix C.
Proposition 3 (AO-shape): The AOτ is locally convex on

its left boundary, iff the initial course is left-passing or

Fig. 4. Each plot (a-f) shows an AOτ , its left and right boundaries L and R,
respectively, the underlying relative initial position xo (fixed) and velocity vo

(varying), the final diskDτ , and the halfplaneH by the Algorithm 1, normalized
via the combined radius R and the unit acceleration ac. The initial course is
post-colliding (d), left-passing (b), and pre-colliding (f), or an edge case, if the
dashed line through xo/R and parallel to vo touches the unit circle (a, c) or
vo = 0 (e).

pre-colliding, or it is locally concave there iff it is right-passing
or post-colliding. And the analogous statement interchanging
the words “left” and “right” holds as well.

B. Connection to Acceleration Velocity Obstacles

The family of relative trajectories x(t;v) underlying AVO [7]
results from proportional velocity control with some gain 1/δ >
0 and setpoint v = const, i.e. the motion satisfies

ẍ = (v − ẋ) /δ = a− ẋ/δ (9)

with a := v/δ. When δ →∞ and |v| → ∞ while maintaining
a given value of a, (9) approaches the motion model underlying
AO, namely ẍ = a. Indeed, it holds

lim
δ→∞

AV Oτ (δ)/δ → AOτ (10)

in the following sense. Denoting the AVO’s center and radius
functions by c̃ and r̃, respectively, it holds that c̃(t; δ)/δ → c(t)
and r̃(t; δ)/δ → r(t) as δ →∞, for any fixed t > 0. The proof
is given in the Appendix D.

III. METHOD

The technique we propose for a robot’s navigation between
multiple agents uses the AO and the theoretical results from the
previous Section II.

A. Construction Scheme for AO-Constraints

From the AOτ between the robot and a given obstacle, a
linear constraint is constructed for the robot’s acceleration. Let
H(n, b) := {z |nT z ≤ b} denote the closed halfplane with the
outwards normal n and its boundary’s offset b from the origin
(along n). For shorter notation, let x̃ := x̂(τ̃). Given the param-
eters defining an AOτ , the Algorithm 1 constructs a halfplane
H which covers the AOτ and whose boundary touches its cap
C, as illustrated by the Fig. 4 for various AOτ .
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Fig. 5. Left: The Algorithm 1 projects the point x̃ on the boundary ∂OC of
the occlusion cone OC for the collider of radius R and the relative position
xo. There at x̄, the surface normal n is extracted (shown for three x̃ in purple,
green, orange). The point x̃ is the halftime prediction at the time horizon x̂(τ)
if the latter is outside OC (green, orange cases), else x̃ is at the intersection
xox̂(τ) ∩ ∂OC (purple case). Right: theAOτ̃ ’s left and right local boundaries’
normals are constructed by drawing tangents to the circle and through x̂(t) as t
varies over (0, τ̃ ], and their resulting orientations’ respective intervals are shown
and labeled by λ and ρ, respectively.

Algorithm 1: Conservative Approximation of AOτ .
Input: xo, vo, R
Output: H(n, b) ⊃ AOτ (xo,vo, R)

1: OC ← occlusion cone OC(xo, R)
2: x̄← x̃’s orthogonal projection on ∂OC
3: n← OC’s outwards normal at x̄
4: b← nT c(τ̃) + r(τ̃)
5: return H(n, b)

The Fig. 5 illustrates the geometric constructions performed
by the Algorithm 1. To explain its steps and why the resulting
halfplane is always conservative, we first note that for any n,
choosing b as in Line 4 ensures that ∂H touches Dτ̃ . As the
Fig. 5 indicates, the algorithm constructs n such that the left and
right boundary’s normals are to its left and right, respectively,
i.e. n× n′ > 0, ∀n′ ∈ Nλ and n× n′ < 0, ∀n′ ∈ Nρ. Thus,
∂H can neither intersect Bλ nor Bρ, leading to the following
proposition.

Proposition 4 (Conservative Halfplane): The halfplane H
constructed by the Algorithm 1 is a conservative approximation
of the AOτ , i.e. H ⊇ AOτ .

A more formal proof is given in the Appendix E.
As AO may cover an infinitely large radius around the origin,

we impose an upper bound bmax >> amax on b, i.e. we actually
compute the limited offset b̂ := min(b, bmax), where b is defined
by the Algorithm 1. This step ensures that the resulting halfplane
Ĥ := H(n, b̂) can serve as a (soft) constraint in a numerical
optimization and also, from a theoretical point of view, does not
dominate entirely the optimization’s solution (Section III-C).
In this work, we assume the obstacle’s acceleration to be zero,
such that Ĥ can be treated as in the space of the robot’s absolute
acceleration.

B. Limits of Acceleration and Velocity

Assuming that the robot’s acceleration and velocity are re-
stricted to given feasible convex sets A and V , respectively,
our approach represents them as well by linear constraints on

the robot’s acceleration. This work sets A = D(0, amax) and
V = D(0, vmax), for simplicity, with amax = 2 ms−2 and vmax

= 1.7 m/s. Since V is in the space of velocity, it is transformed
into the set of accelerations that keep the velocity within V
over some time horizon Tv > 0, chosen as Tv = 0.25 s. Thus,
let Ṽ := (−v1(0)⊕ V )/Tv , where v1(0) is the robot’s current
velocity and⊕ denotes Minkowski addition. Then, A and Ṽ are
under-approximated by the convex polygonsA ⊆ A andV ⊆ Ṽ ,
respectively. In this work, we define both approximations as the
intersection of 16 respective halfplanes.

C. Command Optimization

Denoting the halfplane’s parameters computed for the i-th ob-
stacle by ni, b̂i, we combine these constraints from M obstacles
with the objective of applying a given nominal acceleration ā1
in the quadratic program

a∗1 := argmin
a
|a− ā1|2

s.t. nT
i a ≥ b̂i, i = 1, . . .,M

a ∈ A ∩ V

whose solution a∗1 defines the robot’s command. For the case
that the above problem turns out to be infeasible, the control law
is defined by the alternative problem to minimize the largest
violation of an obstacle’s constraint, as in prior work using
VO [6]. This corresponds to the linear program

a∗1, ξ
∗ := argmin

a,ξ
ξ

s.t. nT
i a ≥ b̂i − ξ, i = 1, . . .,M

a ∈ A ∩ V

whose feasibility is that of A ∩ V . If it is infeasible, the robot
must be moving with a velocity outside V , which may happen
in practice. In the infeasible case, the command is chosen as
a∗1 = −amaxv1/|v1| (opposed to the current velocity).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The next Section IV-A compares AO with AVO. Robots’
navigation using AO and the SFM in bi-directional crowd flow
simulations is evaluated in the Section IV-B. We provide videos
of the crowd simulations in the supplementary material.

A. Comparison With AVO

In this experiment, the robot approaches a flat wall and brakes
to avoid a collision. Since the obstacle is conceptually equal
to a circle with infinite radius, the corresponding AVO and
AO are halfplanes and one can directly interpret them as a
linear constraint, which we then impose on the robot’s motion.
The largest absolute acceleration which the robot applies when
braking in front of an obstacle is smaller for AO than for AVO
with any finite relaxation time δ, as the Fig. 6 illustrates.
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Fig. 6. A robot’s braking acceleration ax (top) and position x (bottom) over
time are shown as it perpendicularly approaches a flat wall and avoids a collision
(at x = 0) using AVO (with different relaxation times δ) or AO.

Fig. 7. The crowd forms two streams (blue and yellow) through a corridor.

B. Crowd–Robot Interaction in a Corridor

In the simulations, the robot travels in a corridor amidst
two streams of pedestrians which move in mutually opposite
directions (cf. Fig. 7) and are governed by the Social Force model
(SFM) for pedestrian dynamics [10].

1) The Social Force Model (SFM): The SFM describes a
pedestrian as a body with position xi and velocity vi. Its ac-
celeration is described as the sum of a driving force fi towards
the preferred velocity and repelling forces fi,j , f̃i,k due to other
pedestrians and walls, respectively. The driving force is defined
as

fi := (vdes,i − vi) /γ, (11)

where vdes,i denotes the desired velocity and γ is the relaxation
time. We denote by ei,j the unit vector pointing from the j-th
to the i-th pedestrian and by di,j the distance between them
(minus their radii). The force due to other pedestrians comprises
long-range interactions with strengthA1 and rangeB1 and short-
range (physical) interactions with strength A2 and range B2

according to

fi,j = ei,j

(
A1e

−di,j/B1w(ϕi,j) +A2e
−di,j/B2

)
, (12)

with w(ϕi,j) := λ + (1− λ)(1 + cosϕi,j)/2 and cosϕi,j =
−ei,j · vi, where λ ∈ [0, 1] can be chosen below 1 to reduce
interactions with pedestrians not in the viewing direction.

Similarly for walls, we denote by ẽi,k the unit vector pointing
from the k-th wall’s nearest point to the i-th pedestrian and by
d̃i,k the distance between them (minus the pedestrian’s radius).
The interaction force due to walls is defined as

f̃i,k = ẽi,kAe
−d̃i,k/B . (13)

with A and B specifying the repulsion’s strength and range,
respectively. Thus the i-th pedestrian’s acceleration is given by

ẍi = fi +
∑
j �=i

fi,j +
∑
k

f̃i,k. (14)

In our simulations, we set the SFM parameters as [10], [14] to
γ = 1 m/s, A1 = 0.42 m/s2, B1 = 1.65 m, A2 = 3 m/s2, B2 =
0.2 m, λ = 0.75, A = 5 m/s2, B = 0.2 m.

2) Control of the Robot: For controlling the robot, we com-
pare the method using the Acceleration Obstacle (AO) as defined
in the previous Section III to two alternative methods. The first
alternative applies the SFM to determine the robot’s acceleration
in the same way as for pedestrians. The second alternative
combines the SFM and AO by computing the robot’s nominal
acceleration ā1 from the SFM and executing the method of
AO to determine the actual acceleration a∗1 taking into account
constraints due to pedestrians. We abbreviate the three methods
for controlling the robot as AO, SF, and SF-AO, respectively.
For AO, the nominal acceleration ā1 is computed according to
(11).

3) Experimental Protocol: To obtain diverse states of the
crowd in the corridor for initializing the experiments, we run a
preliminary simulation of a system comprising 200 pedestrians
(100 per direction) for a long duration. Starting from two sepa-
rated streams (cf. Fig. 7), the system’s state becomes less ordered
after two minutes (in simulation), when we start to periodically
take a snapshot of the system’s state, with period Δt = 20 s,
until a set of K states is obtained (K = 48). Due to chaotic
fluctuations and spontaneous congestion, the crowd’s density in
the corridor varies across snapshots (from 0.28 to 0.5 persons
per square meter).

In each snapshot, one particular pedestrian is chosen to be
replaced by the robot, whereas the others serve to initialize the
crowd in the actual experiments. For each snapshot, we carry
out one simulation of duration Δt for each method to control
the robot and for three different preferred speeds for the robot,
namely 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 m/s. A radius of 0.25 m is assumed
for both the robot and pedestrians. Each pedestrian’s preferred
speed is constant throughout all experiments and sampled from
the normal distribution with mean 1.3 and standard deviation
0.3 m/s. For AO and SF-AO, we set the time horizon to τ = 1 s.

4) Metrics: We compute the following metrics by consider-
ing only the time span when the robot is inside the corridor.

The robot’s efficiency is quantified in two ways. Firstly, the
metric vr is defined as the ratio of its average velocity in its
preferred direction over its preferred speed [11]. Secondly, the
metric pr is defined as the ratio of its change in position in
its preferred direction over its path length. Thus, pr measures
the path’s efficiency independent from the velocity. The metrics
vc and pc measure the analogous quantities’ averages over
pedestrians’ trajectories in the corridor.
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF SIMULATED BI-DIRECTIONAL CROWD FLOW IN A CORRIDOR INCLUDING A ROBOT THAT USES SF, AO, OR SF-AO

The robot’s integration in lanes is measured by the metric L,
which denotes the temporal average of the number of pedestrians
around the robot (i.e. 5 m close) that have the same preferred
direction of motion and differ in the transversal coordinate (in
the direction orthogonal to the walls) by at most 0.5 m from the
robot. The metric I measures for pedestrians heading the other
way than the robot the average acceleration induced by the robot
via (12) in the component opposed to their preferred direction.

When two agents’ distance falls below the sum of their radii,
a collision is counted. A near miss is defined similarly as the
event that the distance between two agents becomes lower than
the sum of their radii plus 0.1m but no collision occurs while this
condition is present. The metrics C and NM count pedestrian-
robot collisions and near misses, respectively, only considering
events in the corridor.

5) Results: Comparing the robot’s control methods SF, AO,
and SF-AO, the Table I gives separate results for the robot’s three
different preferred velocities. It gives the mean and standard de-
viation over theK executions for the velocity and path efficiency
metrics, and the sum over the K executions for the collision
and near miss metrics. Asterisks (∗) indicate that a t-test rejects
the null-hypothesis that the expected value of the difference
between the respective metric of AO and SF-AO is equal to
zero (p-value < 0.05). In this case, the difference is considered
significant. Values in bold indicate the best performance.

When the robot uses AO, both the robot and the crowd move
more efficiently in their preferred direction (and also faster),
as the values of vr, vc, pr, and pc show. On the other hand,
the method SF-AO leads to the smallest number of collisions
and near misses between the robot and the crowd. The robot’s
tendency to integrate itself in lanes as measured by L is higher
with SF-AO than with AO. However, its interaction intensity
with the opposite stream as measured by I is lower with AO
than with SF-AO. With SF, the robot’s efficiency’s mean value
and the number of near misses are between SF-AO and AO. The
largest number of collisions is reported for SF.

6) Discussion: The robot progresses faster with AO because
it can use any free space to navigate, in particular the corridor’s
middle, which is often free because pedestrians repell each other
on a long range and therefore tend to stay close to the walls (cf.
Fig. 8). With AO in contrast, the robot tends to come arbitrarily
close to pedestrians, which is reflected by the large number
of near misses. Pedestrians tend to restore the distance since

Fig. 8. Both snapshots show a simulation from the same initial condition once
with AO (top) and SF-AO (bottom). Pedestrians (blue/yellow) tend to form
lanes close to the walls due to mutual repulsion. The robot (large black-green
circle) has the same tendency with SF-AO, whereas it can navigate in the free
middle between lanes when using AO. Its path is shown by connecting four past
waypoints (dashed line/small black-green circles).

the robot repells them like a pedestrian. Therefore, the robot
also makes pedestrians progress faster by pushing them forward
when approaching from behind. This happens frequently be-
cause the crowd tends to form lanes and the robot is initialized
in place of a pedestrian and thus often in a lane.

With SF-AO, the robot maintains a similar distance to pedes-
trians as they do among each other, as indicated by the smaller
number of near misses than with AO. The distance margin leaves
the robot more time to react to pedestrians’ changing velocities,
which explains why fewer collisions occur than with AO. Since
a higher number of near misses implies a higher (actual and per-
ceived) risk of collisions, navigation with AO is riskier but more
efficient than with SF-AO, while only very few actual collisions
occur, comparing to SF. Thus, the two methods AO and SF-AO
represent different priorites on the safety–efficiency spectrum,
which has been described in prior work [15] as trade-off inherent
to navigation in a crowd.

While related work often uses efficiency to quantify lane
formation [11], [16], the robot in our simulations can achieve
higher efficiency outside lanes. The fact that AO achieves higher
values of vr, vc, pr, and pc while exhibiting lower values of
L and I than SF-AO can be explained as follows. The robot
with AO may leave lanes earlier than with SF-AO and avoid the
opposite stream successfully by exploiting narrow gaps without
decreasing the opposite stream’s efficiency. Thus, the robot’s
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superior performance at avoiding oppositely headed pedestrians
by AO (also reflected by low interaction intensity I) seems to
over-compensate being less often in lanes. Considering that the
crowd’s efficiency is positively affected by AO (considering
vc, pc), the robot does not seem to obstruct lane formation,
even when not participating in it. The efficiency metrics exhibit
larger standard deviations with SF-AO and SF, since the robot is
repelled by the crowd and thus more sensitive to its fluctuating
density.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have studied Acceleration Obstacles (AO)
in the context of robotic navigation in human crowds, focus-
ing particularly on bi-directional flow in corridors. We have
described the AO geometrically and analyzed how its shape de-
pends on parameters. We have related the Acceleration Velocity
Obstacle (AVO) to the AO via a limit case, which requires the
least braking deceleration. A method has been proposed for a
robot’s navigation using AO via a novel algorithm which exploits
our geometric analysis of AO to compute conservative linear
approximations of AO in closed form. For the experimental
evaluation, we have used the Social Force Model (SFM) to
simulate crowds which interact with a robot. Applying our
method, the robot progresses faster and undergoes very few
collisions in comparison to pedestrians. Since many near misses
still indicate a risk of collision, future work could address this
issue e.g. by adaptive distance margins or objective functions
that include social norms. The combination of the SFM and
the AO has been evaluated as an alternative robotic controller,
which was found to be significantly less efficient. Furthermore,
we have shown that the robot could achieve higher performance
when being less often in lanes.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1 (AO-Normals)

With f(z, t) := |z− c(t)|2 − r2(t), the intersection of in-
finitesimally close circles (5) is expressed by the two equations
f(z, t) = 0 and f(z, t+ dt) = 0 in the unknown z ∈ R2. Sub-
tracting the first from the second equation and dividing by dt
yields ∂f(z, t)/∂t = 0 as dt→ 0, or

0 = − 1

2r(t)

∂f(z, t)

∂t
=

(z− c(t))T ċ

r(t)
+ ṙ. (15)

With nt = (z− c)/r according to (6), one has equivalently

nT
t ċ+ ṙ = 0, |nt| = 1. (16)

Computing derivatives from (3), one obtains

nT
t

4

t3
(xo + vot/2)−

4R

t3
= 0

nT
t (xo + vot/2)−R = 0, |nt| = 1.

Thus, the proof is complete. In [13], the condition given for a
canal’s boundary to exist is |ċ| ≥ |ṙ|, which corresponds to (16)
admitting any solution.

Fig. 9. For a given t and small increment dt, anAOτ ’s disksDt andDt+dt are
shown with their left and right local boundaries bλ, bρ, the associated normals
nλ,nρ, and the tangent halfplanesHλ,Hρ, respectively. One side’s boundary is
locally convex (concave) when each disk’s tangent halfplane does (not) contain
the other disk’s tangent point as dt→ 0.

B. Proof of Proposition 2 (AO-Reduction)

In the non-trivial case that τ̃ �= τ , the line segment from xo to
x̂(τ) intersects the disk D(0, R) at the point x̂(τ̃). According to
the Proposition 1, at every t < τ̃ , there are two distinct normals
and boundary points, whereas at t = τ̃ , there is only one normal
and boundary point. Since (7) is continuous in t, it follows
that the local boundary forms two distinct branches for t < τ̃
which meet when t = τ̃ . Hence, it remains to show that the local
boundary over (0, τ̃ ] delimits a shape which contains the canal
for any t′ > τ̃ . By the Definition 2, the local boundary point for
any time t with a given normal nt is

bt = c(t) + ntr(t) = 2 (Rnt − xo − vot) /t
2.

Let Ht denote the halfplane with normal nt whose boundary
∂Ht touches the local boundary at bt, calculated as

Ht =
{
a|aTnt ≤ nT

t bt

}

=
{
a|aTnt ≤ −nT

t vo/t
}

Thus, for some (different) time t′, it holds Dt′ ⊂ Ht iff

c(t′)Tnt + r(t′) ≤ −nT
t vo/t ⇐⇒

R− x̂(t)Tnt + nT
t voΔt2/(2t) ≤ 0 ⇐⇒

nT
t voΔt2/(2t) ≤ 0

with Δt := t′ − t, where the last step uses (7). It is easy to
see that for any t ∈ (0, τ̃ ], it holds nT

t vo ≤ 0 (cf. Fig. 3(b)).
Hence, the condition is true for all t′, which means that Ht

contains the entire AOτ . As this holds for every point on
the local boundary with t < τ̃ , the AOτ cannot intersect this
boundary, which proves that theAOτ̃ contains subsequent disks,
i.e. AOτ = AOτ̃ .

C. Proof of Proposition 3 (AO-Shape)

For any time t and a small increment dt, we consider the two
disks Dt and Dt+dt (cf. Fig. 9). As dt→ 0, we consider for one
local boundary (left or right) how bt and bt+dt converge, i.e.
their constellation with respect to each other’s tangent halfplane
Ht and Ht+dt. If bt /∈ Ht+dt and bt+dt /∈ Ht as for the left
boundary in the Fig. 9, they describe a locally concave boundary.
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Else if bt ∈ Ht+dt and bt+dt ∈ Ht, a locally convex boundary
is described, as for the right boundary in the Fig. 9. The other
two possible constellations (mixing ∈ and /∈) are equivalent to
the point bt being contained within nearby disks’ interiors and
thus not contributing to the AO’s boundary.

One finds (cf. Fig. 3) that both the left and right normal
rotates monotonically with t on (0, τ̃ ]. From the aforementioned
constellations, the one describing a concave boundary is com-
patible with the normal rotating counter-clockwise, if it is the
left boundary, or clockwise, if it is the right boundary. And
the constellation describing a convex boundary is compatible
with the normal rotating clockwise, if it is the left boundary, or
counter-clockwise, if it is the right boundary. Both constellations
are incompatible with the other sense of monotonic rotation
in each case. Thus, the left boundary is convex iff its normals
rotate clockwise, and it is concave iff its normals rotate counter-
clockwise, whereas the right boundary is convex iff its normals
rotate counter-clockwise, and it is concave iff its normals rotate
clockwise.

Looking at the Fig. 3, one can verify quickly that the di-
rection of rotation for both the left and the right normals is
counter-clockwise if x̂ passes on the right of the disk D(0, R),
whereas it is clockwise if passing on the other side. On the other
hand, when on a pre-colliding course, the left and right normals
rotate clockwise and counter-clockwise, respectively. When on
a post-colliding course, the opposite holds. Combining these
observations with the above considerations, the Proposition 3
follows.

D. Proof of AVO Converging to AO

AVO’s center and radius functions [7] are respectively

c̃(t) =
δ
(
e−t/δvo − xo

)

t+ δ
(
e−t/δ − 1

), r̃(t) = R

t+ δ
(
e−t/δ − 1

).

One can then obtain the expressions

c̃(t)

δ
= −xo + vot

g(δ)
+

vo

δ
,
r̃(t)

δ
=

R

g(δ)
,

with g(δ) := δ(t+ δ
(
e−t/δ − 1

)
). Their limits for δ →∞

are determined by g’s limit, which can be calculated as
limδ→∞ g(δ) = t2/2, e.g. via the exponential’s power series
expansion. Comparing with (3), it follows that

lim
δ→∞

c̃(t)

δ
= −xo + vot

t2/2
= c(t), lim

δ→∞
r̃(t)

δ
=

2R

t2
= r(t).

E. Proof of the Proposition 4 (Conservative Halfplane)

To prove the proposition, we show that the halfplane H also
admits the interpretation as the set of accelerations that would
cause within the time horizon a collision not with the actual
combined collider D(0, R) (in Fig. 5) but with the halfplane
H̄ ⊃ D(0, R)whose boundary touchesD(0, R) atRn. To show
this, let AOτ (n) := {a|∃t ∈ [0, τ ] : x(t;a) ∈ H(n, R)} define
the acceleration obstacle for halfplanes. It contains all accelera-
tions that would make the two bodies collide within the time

horizon τ under the motion model (1) if their shapes were
halfplanes whose boundaries touch the original bounding cir-
cles and are orthogonal to n. One can show that AOτ (n) =
H(n, a), where a := maxt∈[0,τ ] f(t) with f(t) := 2(R−
nT (xo + vot))/t

2. If there is t∗ > 0 solving f ′(t) = 0 ⇐⇒
R = nT x̂(t), then f(t∗) is a global maximum on (0,∞), be-
cause f ′(t) > 0∀t ∈ (0, t∗) and f ′(t) < 0∀t ∈ (t∗,∞). Else,
f ′(t) > 0∀t ∈ (0,∞). Therefore, if there is t∗ > 0, a =
f(min{t∗, τ}), else a = f(τ). It can be seen now that a = f(τ̃)
when the normal n is chosen according to the Algorithm 1.
There, the Line 4 can also be expressed as b = f(τ̃). Thus, it
holds a = b, which proves that aforementioned interpretation
is valid, i.e. both approaches lead to the same halfplane in
acceleration space, which is conservative as D(0, R) ⊂ H̄ .
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